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1 ABOUT THIS DOCUMENT 

This best-practice guide for SAP Business Process Improvement is part of a series of guides which describe 

the different applications within the Business Process Improvement portfolio in SAP Solution Manager. 

This guide is THE STARTING POINT if you plan to configure and use any tool of the Business 

Process Improvement suite. It contains  

• an overview about all tools, where you can find the detailed documentation, their required support 

packages, as well as their UI technologies and supported web browsers. 

• a list of required software components and SAP notes. 

• the required authorization roles for the configuration user 

• a list of the technical prerequisites, such as basic configuration in SOLMAN_SETUP, as well as 

the basic activation and customizing steps for BP Improvement 

• a detailed description on how to set up the data collection for Business Process Analytics 

• a description on how to activate the Log for Data Collection and BW Twincube Upload 

• a description on how to update the AKF Repository. 

Please note: No matter which tool you want to configure or use, you must perform ALL steps as 

described in this guide. 

This document is based on the SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP11. That means, this document contains 

screenshots of an SAP Solution Manager 7.2 system but can be used as well for SAP Solution 

Manager 7.2, SP08 to SP10. 
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2 OVERVIEW 

This chapter will provide you with a short overview about the possible data sources for Business Process 

Improvement, applications in the Business Process Improvement Suite, their user interface technology, as 

well as web browsers that are supported by SAP in order to use the different tools. 

Please find the detailed documentation, demos and blogs for the tools on the SAP Wiki page 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "Technical Information" -> 

Section "SAP Solution Manager 7.2". 

2.1 Data Sources for Business Process Improvement 

Business Process Improvement can be used to analyze and display mainly the following data sources: 

1. The data collection for Business Process Analytics. This is the main data source for Business 

Process Improvement, because every application of the Business Process Improvement Suite 

retrieves data from data collection for Business Process Analytics.  

On the managed system, the data collectors will be executed and the results of the data collection 

will be stored in two different locations: 

a. The historical data will be stored in the BW Twincubes for Analytics (0SM_BPAMA). This 

data is later used in Business Process Analytics for analysis types Benchmarking and 

Trend Analysis. 

b. The most recent data will be stored in the Detail List which (in contrast to the BW 

Twincubes data) contains only the result of the most recent collector run. If a collector run 

produces a new Detail List, the list from the previous run is overwritten. The Detail List is a 

clustered table located on the managed system and contains non- aggregated data that is 

later used in Business Process Analytics for analysis types Age Analysis and Detail 

Analysis. 

2. BW Queries: You can visualize also the measured values of BW queries in the manager tools (BPO 

Dashboards, Dependency Diagrams, and Progress Management Board) in order to connect the 

problem-oriented world of Business Process Analytics with your BW reporting. You can find a 

description on how to include BW Queries into Business Process Improvement in the documentation 

“Dependency Diagrams in the documentation “Dependency Diagrams" which can be found on the 

SAP Wiki page https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab 

"Technical Information" -> Section "SAP Solution Manager 7.2". 

  

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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2.2 Tools in the Business Process Improvement Suite 

In the picture below you find an overview about all applications of the Business Process Improvement Suite, 

as well as the main target groups within a Business Process Improvement project for these applications. 
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2.2.1 Business Process Analytics 

Business Process Analytics (in short “BP Analytics”) is a problem-oriented tool for Process Experts that 

allows customers to identify weaknesses in their existing SAP Business Suite processes and provides fast 

root cause analysis capabilities in order to make business processes more efficient and effective.  

In addition to several analysis features (for example Advanced Benchmarking, Age Analysis, Trend Analysis, 

specific filtering) BP Analytics also allows to display a Detail List of business documents with a single click 

and to further navigate to the display transaction for a single document in the list (e.g. display sales order). 

There are 2 different versions of Business Process Analytics available: 

a) “Classic” Business Process Analytics: Available and supported as of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 

SP08 and higher. From SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 to SP11 this application can be directly 

launched from other BPImp tools, such as BPO Dashboards, Dependency Diagrams, and Progress 

Management Board. 

The UI technology used for this version is WebDynpro for ABAP. Possible rendering engines for its 

graphical part are Xcelsius (built on top of Adobe Flash Player) or WebDynpro Business Graphics. 

The feature Detail List called by this application is using SAP GUI. 

b) “New” Business Process Analytics (also called “Unified Analytics”) which is available as of SAP 

Solution Manager 7.2 SP10 and higher. This tool is developed in SAPUI5 and offers some additional 

features compared with “Classic Analytics”. As of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP12 this application 

will then replace “Classic Analytics” as the central process expert tool and will be then directly 

launched from other BPImp tools, such as BPO Dashboards, Dependency Diagrams, and Progress 

Management Board.  

The feature Detail List called by this application is developed in SAPUI5. 

2.2.2 Business Process Operations Dashboards 

Business Process Operations Dashboards (in short “BPO Dashboards”) were introduced as a management 

UI to display data based on BP Analytics data. These dashboards easily allow to see where there is high, 

medium or low improvement potential in your organization. Hotspot areas with the highest improvement 

potential can be identified by management and process experts at a glance. BPO Dashboards provide a 

graphical display for application-specific KPIs in order to give the user an overview of the most important 

information for a certain business topic, area or process. 

The application Business Process Operations Dashboards is developed in WebDynpro for ABAP and is 

available and supported as of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 and higher. 
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2.2.3 Dependency Diagrams 

Another management application was introduced with the Dependency Diagrams, so that logical 

dependencies between different KPIs can be visualized. 

With the help of the Dependency Diagrams you can build KPI trees where you bring the different KPIs into 

some logical and hierarchical order. You can visualize the dependency chains of KPIs and get the "picture" 

updated with your live data coming from your productive SAP system provided by Business Process 

Analytics or BW Queries. 

The application Dependency Diagrams is developed in WebDynpro for ABAP and is available and supported 

as of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 and higher. 

2.2.4 Progress Management Dashboard 

The application Progress Management Boards allows  

• a fact-based tracking, displaying the latest available measurement (based on BP Analytics data or 

BW Queries) and how this measurement compares with historic values, defined baseline and target 

values for your BPImp project. 

• a direct access into Business Process Analytics in order to perform a root cause analysis. 

• the organizational progress tracking showing which BPImp project phases were already passed, as 

well as the responsibilities on IT and Business side for the current project phase. 

The application Progress Management Boards is developed in SAPUI5 and is available and supported as of 

SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 and higher. 

2.2.5 Automation Rate Cockpit 

The Automation Rate Cockpits visualize the automation rates for the most important business process steps 

along with a drilldown into organizational units (like regions, sales organizations or company codes). A 

predefined set of business process steps are ready to be used, in order to keep implementation and 

configuration effort low. It is also possible to determine the cost savings if the automation rate of different 

business process steps could be increased by a certain percentage. This calculation considers the (average) 

processed document volume, the time to manually process a document and the labor costs. 

The application Automation Rate Cockpit is developed in SAPUI5 and is available as of SAP Solution 

Manager 7.2 SP11 and higher. 
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2.2.6 Business Process Improvement Administration tools 

The application Business Process Improvement Administration (also named “BPO Reporting Infrastructure 

Maintenance”) combines 8 tools which ease the configuration and administration for the Business Process 

Improvement suite, such as 

- BP Analytics BW 

- Data Source Manager 

- Master Data 

- KPI Catalog 

- Authorization 

- Exchange Rates 

- Log for Data Collection and Cube Upload 

- Usage Analysis 

The UI technology used for some of these tools is WebDynpro for ABAP, all other tools are developed in 

SAPUI5. This toolset and is available and supported as of SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 and higher. 

 

2.3 Supported Web browsers 

The web browsers supported by SAP for Business Process Improvement tools is determined by the client UI 

technology used by the application of the Business Process Improvement Suite. 

For SAPUI5 you find the supported browsers under SAP note 2569081 - IE browser support in SAPUI5 after 

2020. 

For WebDynpro you find the supported browsers on wiki page 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/WDABAP/Browser+supporting 

  

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/WDABAP/Browser+supporting
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3 GET STARTED WITH BUSINESS PROCESS IMPROVEMENT 

Please follow ALL steps in this section in the exact order as they are listed. It is crucial for every application 

of Business Process Improvement. that you really perform all steps as listed in this chapter, because every 

application retrieves data from the BW Twincubes that store the results of the data collection for Business 

Process Analytics. 

3.1 Required software components and SAP notes 

In order to use Business Process Improvement tool suite for Solution Manager 7.2, the following releases of 

software components are necessary as an absolute minimum: 

- Solution Manager 7.2 SP08 or higher 

- ST-A/PI (on Solution Manager) needs to be on ST-A/PI 01T SP2 or higher  

- Each connected managed system must have at least ST-A/PI 01T SP2 installed. 

- All SAP notes need to be implemented in Solution Manager and managed systems as listed in the always 

updated SAP note 2324106 “Business Process Improvement: required SAP notes for ST7.2 SP05 or 

higher”. 

But the newest tools of the Business Process Improvement Suite require higher support packages of Solution 

Manager 7.2, such as: 

• Unified Analytics: Solution Manager 7.2 SP10 or higher 

• Automation Rate Dashboard (Automation Rate Cockpit): Solution Manager 7.2 SP11 or higher 

  

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2324106
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The authorization concept of Business Process Improvement in general distinguishes between two different 

type of users: 

- the Configurator User who can perform the fundamental configuration steps for Business Process 

Improvement and can see all business data as provided by the data collection and configuration of 

Business Process Improvement.  

- the Dialog User who has only restricted authorizations in terms of features and functions, and only has a 

limited view on business data (for example only data for certain company codes or purchasing 

organizations). 

In case you want to restrict the authorization of display users for this application (only in a later stage 

of your BPImp project), you will find a more detailed description of the roles and authorization objects 

in the documentation “Authorization Concept for BPImp in SolMan 7.2 SP11" which can be found on 

the SAP Wiki page https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab 

"General" -> section "SAP Solution Manager 7.2" 

 

The following roles and authorization objects (including some additional value extensions for certain 

authorization objects) are required for a configuration user in Business Process Improvement (SAP Best 

Practice is to start with this set of roles): 

On Solution Manager: 

• Required to enter Solution Manager Launchpad (tr. SM_WORKCENTER) 

o Role SAP_SMWORK_BPO: necessary to see BPO tabs in SM_WORKCENTER 

o SAP_BC_WEBSERVICE_CONSUMER: needed for SM_WORKCENTER and to display 

Dependency Diagrams 

here authorization object S_SERVICE needs field SRV_TYPE extended by value 'HT'. 

• Needed to create Solution and Logical Component Groups in Solution Administration and to 

maintain Solution Documentation: 

o Role SAP_SM_SL_ADMIN 

o Authorization Object S_SMDDOC:   

▪ ACTVT = 70 

o Authorization Object S_DEVELOP: 

▪ ACTVT = 01, 02 03, 06 

▪ DEVCLASS = * 

▪ OBJNAME = * 

▪ OBJTYPE = ECSD 

▪ P_GROUP = * 

o Authorization Object SM_SUTMNGT 

▪ ACTVT = 60 

▪ LC_NAME   = * 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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▪ SDC_NAME = * 

• Required for Solution Documentation in order to maintain analytics objects 

o Role SAP_SYSTEM_REPOSITORY_DIS 

o Role SAP_SETUP_DSWP_BPM 

• Required specifically for tools in Business Process Improvement Suite: 

o Role SAP_BI_E2E: needed to display data in BPImp tools provided by BW Twincubes for 

Business Process Improvement 

o Role SAP_SM_BPOANA_ALL General role in order to configure and administer Business 

Process Improvement 

here authorization object SM_BPM_ANA needs the following field value extensions: 

▪ ANALYTFUNC =  * 

▪ APP_AREA     =  * 

▪ BPM_OBJECT =  * 

▪ SYSCLNT       =  * 

o Role SAP_SM_DASHBOARDS_ADMIN Needed to configure and display BPO Dashboards 

and Dependency Diagrams 

o Role SAP_SM_BPOIMP_ALL Needed to configure and display Unified Analytics and 

Automation Rate Cockpit 

• (Optional, but sometimes helpful): Basic authorizations to check and maintain the SAP Solution 

Manager Configuration (transaction SOLMAN_SETUP) 

o Role SAP_SV_SOLUTION_MANAGER 

o SAP_SOLMAN_DIRECTORY_ADMIN 

On managed system for configuration user: 

• Role SAP_MANAGED_BPOANA_ALL: General Business Process Improvement role on Managed 

System in order to be able to display data in the detail list. 

• Role SAP_S_RFCACL: Required if a trusted RFC destination is used as a Dialog RFC destination. 

This the case if the RFC destination assigned in column “RFC for SAP Solution Manager” is 

SM_<SID>CLNT<Client>_TRUSTED in transaction SOLMAN_SETUP -> configuration scenario 

“Managed System Configuration “-> step “Maintain RFCs”, see also section 3.2.1.3 Assign 

authorizations to RFC destination users on managed system in this document. 

3.2 Technical prerequisites 

This section lists all technical prerequisites and necessary configuration steps for deploying Business 

Process Improvement, such as: 
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• the basic configuration steps generally needed in Solution Manager in transaction SOLMAN_SETUP 

in order to for example: 

o Upload and activate technical Solution Manager prerequisites. 

o Create the necessary RFC destinations, including the creation of the users assigned to the 

RFC destinations needed for Business Process Improvement. 

o Assigning the required authorizations on the managed system(s) for which you would like to 

use Business Process Improvement. 

• the basic activation and customizing steps for BP Improvement 

• the prepare the solution for Business Process Improvement 

3.2.1 Basic configuration steps in Solution Manager 

When preparing Business Process Improvement, several installation and configuration steps first need to be 

completed in Solution Manager Setup via transaction SOLMAN_SETUP, such as  

• “Mandatory Configuration” -> configuration scenarios “System Preparation”, “Infrastructure 

Preparation”, and “Basic Configuration” in order to prepare the Solution Manager in general. 

• Configuration scenario “Managed System Configuration” in order to prepare all managed systems for 

which you would like to use the Business Process Improvement suite. 

• Assign authorizations on managed systems for users assigned to RFC connections 

SM_<SID>CLNT<Client>_READ and SM_<SID>CLNT<Client>_TMW in order to enable them for 

data collection purposes. 

These steps need to be executed by the Solution Manager Administrator and are NOT part of the 

configuration user for BP Improvement. 

3.2.1.1 Step “Mandatory Configuration” 

In order to prepare the Solution Manager in general, several installation and configuration steps need to be 

completed in Solution Manager Setup using transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. These steps are 'System 

Preparation', 'Infrastructure Preparation', 'Basic Configuration'. 

A detailed description on how to do this, you can find in blog Solution Manager 7.2 – Installation and 

Configuration – II – Configurations 

3.2.1.2 Step “Managed System Configuration” 

In order to prepare the managed system(s) for which you would like to use the Business Process 

Improvement suite you need to complete the configuration scenario “Managed System Configuration” in 

transaction SOLMAN_SETUP. 

A detailed description on how to do this, you can find in blog Solution Manager 7.2 – Installation and 

Configuration – V – Managed System Config – ABAP System 

https://blogs.sap.com/2016/02/20/solution-manager-72-installation-and-configuration-ii-configurations/
https://blogs.sap.com/2016/02/20/solution-manager-72-installation-and-configuration-ii-configurations/
https://blogs.sap.com/2016/03/23/solution-manager-72-installation-and-configuration-v-managed-system-config-abap-system/
https://blogs.sap.com/2016/03/23/solution-manager-72-installation-and-configuration-v-managed-system-config-abap-system/
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3.2.1.3 Assign authorizations to RFC destination users on managed system 

As described in the section above you have created all RFC destinations including its assigned users for the 

managed system (via transaction SOLMAN_SETUP in configuration scenario “Managed System 

Configuration” on screen “Maintain RFCs”). 

With regards to Business Process Improvement, the Solution Manager side uses three different RFC 

destinations to interact with the assigned managed system(s): 

1) RFC Read Access (“READ RFC destination”) which will be used later by value helps (named mostly 

SM_<SID>CLNT<Client>_READ) 

2) RFC for Change Manager (“TMW RFC destination”) which will used later for the data collection 

(named mostly SM_<SID>CLNT<Client>_TMW) 

3) RFC for SAP Solution Manager (also called “DIALOG RFC destination”) which will be used later by the 

dialog user when logging on to the managed system by executing the feature “Detail Analysis” out of 

tools BP Analytics and BPO Dashboards. Depending on the settings done in SOLMAN_SETUP this 

can be: 

o either a regular RFC destination (SM_<SID>CLNT<Client>_LOGIN) where you will 

encounter a dialog logon screen when entering the managed system 

o or a trusted RFC destination (SM_<SID>CLNT<Client>_TRUSTED) where you will directly 

logon the managed system without the need to enter your user and password. 

 

  

1) “READ” RFC destination 

2) “TMW” RFC destination 

3) “Dialog” RFC destination 
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1. Roles to be assigned for “READ RFC destination” user: 

The default user for this RFC destination is SM_<SID Solution Manager>. This user must have the following 

roles assigned on the managed system: 

• SAP_MANAGED_BPOANA_ALL 

• SAP_S_CSMREG 

• SAP_SOLMAN_TMW 

Please also generate on the managed system(s) the authorization profiles for these roles in 

transaction PFCG, otherwise the assigned authorizations objects will not be active! 

2. Roles to be assigned for “TMW RFC destination” user: 

The default user for this RFC destination is SMTM_<SID Solution Manager>. This user must have the 

following roles assigned on the managed system: 

• SAP_MANAGED_BPOANA_ALL 

• SAP_S_CSMREG 

• SAP_SOLMAN_TMW 

 

3. Roles to be assigned for “Dialog RFC destination” user: 

Depending on the settings done in SOLMAN_SETUP these users must have the following role(s) assigned 

on the managed system: 

• SAP_MANAGED_BPOANA_ALL: Is required for both  

• SAP_S_RFCACL: Required additionally, if a trusted RFC destination is used as the Dialog RFC 

destination. 
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3.2.2 Basic Customizing & Configuration Steps specifically for BP Improvement 

Before you start the upload procedure you still need to prepare the system for BP Improvement by doing 

some fundamental customizing and configurations steps (As also listed in SAP note 2424585). 

Do NOT forget to proceed the following steps, otherwise you will later encounter several errors. 

3.2.2.1 Check the correct maintenance of additional OData Services for Business Process Improvement in 
SPRO 

Maintain the following OData services in transaction SPRO  

-> button "SAP Reference IMG" -> expand "SAP Customizing Implementation Guide"  

-> expand "SAP NetWeaver" -> expand "SAP Gateway" -> expand "OData Channel"  

-> expand "Administration" -> expand "General Settings"  

-> execute "Assign SAP System Aliases to OData Service" 

AGS_KPI_HIERARCHY_SRV_0001 

AGS_AI_0001 

AGS_BPA_ADMIN_0001 

AGS_BPA_EXRATE_SETUP_SRV_0001 

AGS_BPA_GW_COMMON_SRV_0001 

AGS_BPA_GW_KPI_SRV_0001 

AGS_BPA_GW_PROGRESS_SRV_0001 

AGS_BPA_KPI_CATALOG_SRV_0001 

AGS_BPA_GW_ARC_SRV_0001 (only as of SP11) 

3.2.2.2 Activate the following services in transaction SICF 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/AGS_AI_APR (only as of SP8) 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ai_analysis 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ai_chart 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ai_data_table 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ai_detail_list 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ai_general_settings 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ai_personalization 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ai_start 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ai_variant_management 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_akeyfig_directory 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_akeyfig_directory2 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/AGS_RI_Connector_Dir 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/AGS_RI_Connector_Repo 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_dashboard 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_dashboard_frame 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_dashboard_setup 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_datasource_mgr 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_dsm 
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/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_kpihierarchy_setup 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_maintenance 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_panel_directory 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/AGS_RI_QUERY_DIRECTORY 

/default_host/sap/bc/webdynpro/sap/ags_ri_vcharstics 

 

/default_host/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_bpa 

/default_host/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_bpa_admin 

/default_host/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_bpa_auth 

/default_host/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_bpa_automat (only as of SP11) 

/default_host/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_bpa_exrate 

/default_host/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_kpi_tree 

/default_host/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_bpa_process (only as of SP12) 

/default_host/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_progress 

/default_host/sap/bc/bsp/sap/ags_common 

 

/default_host/sap/opu/odata/sap/ags_bpa_admin 

/default_host/sap/opu/odata/sap/ags_bpa_exrate_setup_srv 

/default_host/sap/opu/odata/sap/ags_bpa_gw_arc_srv (only as of SP11) 

/default_host/sap/opu/odata/sap/ags_bpa_gw_common_srv 

/default_host/sap/opu/odata/sap/ags_bpa_gw_kpi_srv 

/default_host/sap/opu/odata/sap/ags_bpa_gw_progress_srv 

/default_host/sap/opu/odata/sap/ags_bpa_kpi_catalog_srv 

/default_host/sap/opu/odata/sap/ags_kpi_hierarchy_srv  

/default_host/sap/opu/odata/sap/vbi_appl_def_srv 

 

/default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ags_bpa 

/default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ags_bpa_admin 

/default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ags_bpa_auth 

/default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ags_bpa_automat (only as of SP11) 

/default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ags_bpa_exrate 

/default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ags_bpa_test 

/default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ags_kpi_tree 

/default_host/sap/bc/ui5_ui5/sap/ags_progress 
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3.2.2.3 Activate BW Analytics Twincubes 

SAP pre-delivers a standard BW content: the so-called “BW Analytics Twincubes” (0SM_BPAMA) which 

needs to be activated to be available for the data collection infrastructure. 

The BP Analytics TwinCubes can be activated via transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER -> enter group 

"Business Process Improvement"-> click on tile "Business Process Improvement -Administration" -> enter 

tab "BP Analytics BW" -> click on "Activate TwinCubes". 

If you receive error messages, that the activation could not be done, the Solution Manager 

Administrator needs to execute the following steps: 

- Transaction SE03 -> Branch "Administration" -> select here "Set System Change Option"  

-> check if the namespaces “/B10/” (Generation Namespace for SAP BI Content), “/BI0/’ (Business 

Information Warehouse – SAP Namespace) and “/BIC/” (Business Information Warehouse: Customer 

Namespace) are modifiable. If not, change them to “modifiable”. 

Note: In case the system changes (as mentioned above) are not allowed on the productive Solution 

Manager, the activation of Twin Cubes cannot be done directly on the productive Solution Manager 

but needs to be done on the DEV Solution Manager, and then transported into the productive Solution 

Manager. In this case please find the attached document to SAP Note 2849514 "Activation of BW 

Twincubes for Business Process Improvement ST7.2 SP05+". The chapter “CASE 2: Indirect 

Activation of Twin Cubes in DEV Solution Manager” of this document explains in detail what to do in 

such a case. 

3.2.2.4 Activate Exchange Rate Provider EXCHANGE_RATE_TABLE 

This provider automatically downloads exchange rates from all connected managed system(s) for which 

Analytics Objects have been activated. The table AGS_BPA_EXRATES will be updated on a regular basis 

via report F85_BPM_EXTRACTOR (scheduled via the Extractor Framework). 

Start the application "Exchange Rate Provider Settings" via transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER  

-> enter group "Business Process Improvement" 

-> click on tile "Business Process Improvement - Administration" 

-> select tab "Exchange Rates" 

-> on screen "Exchange Rate Provider Settings", select the radio button entry for  

"EXCHANGE RATE TABLE" (you will get an information message "Set as new default provider"). 

This step can be done by the configuration user for Business Process Improvement. 

  

https://launchpad.support.sap.com/#/notes/2849514
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3.2.2.5 Activate Groups in tool “Authorization Settings” 

The following steps are required for the usage of Progress Management Boards (as of SP08), as well as the 

usage of "New Business Process Analytics" (available as of SP11) and the Automation Rate Dashboard 

(available as of SP11). 

These steps can only be done by the configurator user for Business Process Improvement. 

You activate the Groups as follows: 

a) For SP08: 

Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER -> enter group "Business Process Improvement"-> click on tile 

"Business Process Improvement - Administration" -> select tab "Authorization" in order to start the 

application "Authorization Maintenance". 

Here you click on the small icon      "    (“Select Group Type" (at the upper left of the screen) where you get a 

dropdown list for 

• Key Figure Groups 

• Visibility Groups 

• Authorization Groups 

• Authorization Areas 

 Click on "Key Figure Groups", so one initial Key Figure Group (named SAP_DEFAULT_ALL_*) will be 

created (no saving or editing needed).  

 Do the same for "Visibility Groups", "Authorization Groups", and "Authorization Areas" 

 

b) As of SP09: 

Transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER -> enter group "Business Process Improvement"-> click on tile 

"Business Process Improvement - Administration" -> select tab "Authorization" in order to start the 

application "Authorization Settings". 

 Here you click on all three group types (key figure groups, visibility groups, authorization groups). This is 

needed to create the SAP default groups (named SAP_DEFAULT_ALL_* which include all values 

regarding the groups). No saving or editing is needed. 

 Click also into section Authorization Areas. 

 

In case you want to set up an extended authorization concept with regard to Progress Management 

Boards (as of SP08), "New Business Process Analytics" (available as of SP11), or the Automation 

Rate Dashboard (available as of SP11), you can find all necessary information in the document 

“Authorization Concept in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 SP11” which can be found on the SAP Wiki page 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "Technical 

Information”, section “SAP Solution Manager 7.2”. 

  

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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3.2.3 Prepare the Solution for Business Process Improvement 

The data collection for Business Process Improvement is largely configured on Solution Manager side by 

creating Analytics Objects which comprises a KPI (also called “Key Figure”), a meaningful name, filter 

criteria, group-by parameters and when the data collection is scheduled. 

These Analytics Objects are technically assigned to a Solution, which provides then the technical 

interlinkage, so the Solution itself first needs to be prepared, that means the managed system(s) first needs 

to be technically connected to the Solution, so afterwards the Analytics Objects can be created for the 

managed system(s). 

So, before you can finally start to set up the data collection for Business Process Improvement, you first 

need to prepare your Solution for Business Process Improvement purposes. 

The following steps can be done by the configurator user for Business Process Improvement. 

3.2.3.1 Create Solution for Business Process Improvement 

Business Process Improvement needs a Solution, in case you  

• either still have no solution created  

• or your decision is to use a separate solution for your Business Process Improvement project  

then create a Solution as follows: 

Enter Transaction SLAN 

1) a) Click on icon  “Global functions”  
b) Select option “Create Solution” 

2) Enter technical name and name of your target solution. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

1a) 1b) 

2) 
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3.2.3.2 Create branch “Operations” 

SAP’s Best Practice for Business Process Improvement is to use branch “Operation” for the configuration of 

analytics objects. That is because the branch “Operation” is disabled for Change Control, so you can directly 

setup or change analytics objects without waiting for approval before the changes are transported into the 

branch “Production”. 

Create the branch “Operations” as follows: 

1) In Transaction SLAN under tab “Branches” you need to press the link “Create “. 
2) Now select button “Operations Branch” and take over all default values proposed by the system. 
3) Press “OK” to create the branch “Operations” 

 

 
  

1) 

2) 

3) 
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3.2.3.3 Create Logical Component Group 

Now you need to create a Logical Component Group which is needed to assign later the system and client of 

the managed system for which you want use Business Process Improvement.  

The name for the Logical Component Group can be only used system-wide once (and for only one 

solution!), so consider this when give a name to your Logical Component Group.  

Transaction SLAN -> Tab “System Landscape” 

1) Click on “Maintain Logical Component Groups”.” 
2) Click “Create” in popup “Maintain Logical Component Groups” 
3) In popup “Create Logical Component Groups” 

a) Enter name of new logical component group. It makes sense here to enter the SID and the 
client and some additional text concerning the solution. 

b) Enter a meaningful description (as an example see text in screenshot below) 
c) As Technical System Type assign “Application Server ABAP” 
d) Press “OK” to confirm your entries. 

 

 

3.2.3.4 Assign Technical System to Logical Component Group 

Now, you need to assign the Technical System (which will be the technical link to the managed system 

including the RFC destinations used) to the Logical Component Group used by this solution. 

Transaction SLAN -> Tab “System Landscape” 

1) Click on “Assign Technical Systems” 
2) In Popup “Assign Technical Systems”  

a) Select the Logical Component Group you have just created 
b) Select Branch “Operations” 
c) Select Logical Component ”Operations - Global” 
d) Enter the system & client combination to role “Production System”. 

Use here the according search help to find the correct combination of system ID and 
client. 

e) Press “OK” to confirm your entries. 
  

1) 
2) 

3a) 

3b) 

3c) 

3d) 
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3.3 Setup Data Collection for Business Process Analytics 

The main data source for Business Process Improvement is the data collection for Business Process 

Analytics which is configured on Solution Manager side by creating Analytics Objects which comprises a 

KPI (also called “Key Figure”), a meaningful name, filter criteria, group-by parameters and when the data 

collection is scheduled. 

3.3.1 Access the Solution Documentation 

The Business Process Analytics data collection setup in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 can be accessed by the 

SAP Solution Manager Launchpad → Group “Business Process Improvement” → Tile “Solution 

Documentation – Monitoring Configuration” (or via SAPGUI with transaction SOLDOC) 

 

3.3.2 Access the Solution 

If there are more than solutions in use, you will now need to select a Solution by 

1) Clicking on icon             

2) Selecting “Solution” out of the dropdown list 

3) Then choosing the Solution you want to use for Business Process Improvement 

4) Press “Okay” to confirm. 

 

1) 

2) 

4) 

3) 
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Once you are in the solution, make sure that you are in the branch “Operations” (a) and in the correct system 

role which is in most cases “Production System” (b). 

 

3.3.3 Create Analytics Objects and setup data collection 

You are then in the Solution Documentation for this solution where you first need to navigate into the 

Analytics Library in order to create Analytics Objects for this solution by 

5) Click on “Libraries”. 

6) Click on “Analytics Library”. 

Note: You can freely create your own folder structure under the Analytics Library. 

7) In order to create a new key figure data collection (also called “Monitoring Object” or “Analytics 

Object”), you need to right click in section “Elements of Folder Name” at the bottom of the page, and 

then  

a. select “New” 

b. select “Analytics”.  

 

  

5) 
6) 

7b) 

7a)

) 

a) b) 
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Then a new popup “Create Analytics Object” will appear. Here you are able to create data collection 

instances (also called “Analytics Objects” or “Monitoring Objects”) for Business Process Analytics in three 

different ways: 

1) Create Analytics Object using the local Catalog → To setup an Analytics Objects selecting SAP 

standard key figures or customer-own key figures from the local definitions on the managed system.  

2) Create Analytics Object using the Cloud Catalog (also called “KPI Catalog”) → Alternative setup to 

“Create from local Catalog”. More documentation and filter criteria to search for appropriate key 

figures, such as e.g. Business Goal, Key Figure category are available. 

3) Analytics Object from existing Object → To copy existing Analytics Objects. 

 

 

  

1) 2) 3) 
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3.3.3.1 Create Analytics Objects using the local catalog 

In order to create a new Analytics Object using the local catalog do the following steps: 

1) Select radio button “Create from local catalog”.  

With Solution Manager 7.2 SP8 you can only use the local catalog after loading the monitor 

definitions (more details see section 3.3.3.1.1 Load Monitor Definitions with SP08). 

2) By using the dropdown value help you select the Logical Component Group reflecting the managed 

system for which you want to create an Analytics Object. 

3) Search for the key figure you want to create an Analytics Object by: 

a. either navigating through the Catalog structure 

b. or searching for the key figure name via the search function 

4) Once you found the key figure you want to setup, select the key figure. 

5) Press button “Create”, so a first version of the Analytics Object will be created to configure the key 

figure data collection. It will have the same initial name as the key figure you have assigned. 

 

6) See section 0   

1) 

2) 3b) 

3a) 

4) 

5) 
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7) Configure the Analytics Object in order to configure this analysis object completely by configuring 

a. a meaningful name 

b. filter criteria 

c. group-by parameters 

d. the data collection schedule 
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3.3.3.1.1 Load Monitor Definitions with SP08 

Between SP05 and SP08 Analytics objects can only be created via option “Create from local catalog”, if the 

monitor definitions have been already loaded from the managed system. In order to do so, perform the 

following steps in Transaction SOLDOC: 

1) Enter your solution 
2) Navigate to folder “Libraries” 
3) Navigate to folder “Analytics Library” 
4) Simulate the creation of a new Monitoring Object via right-click in section “Elements of Analytics 

Library” at the bottom of the page, and then select “New”→”Operations”→”Analytics”. 
 

 

 
5) Click on the Logical Component Group which reflects the managed system you want to use for 

Business Process Improvement. 
6) Click on button “Load” for the component “ST-A/PI <SID Managed System>”. This will take some 

seconds. 
7) Afterwards you will see the release of the ST-A/PI on the managed system, as well as the timestamp 

in the according line. 
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The application monitors available for Business Process Analytics are delivered as add-on (i.e. ST-A/PI) on 

the managed systems. In order to make the monitors available for setting up data collectors in the SAP 

Solution Manager, the monitor definitions need to be transferred from every managed system (only once per 

Solution Manager) to a central monitor repository in the SAP Solution Manager System. 

A (re-)load of the monitors is required in following cases:  

• ST-A/PI version was implemented or updated on the managed system(s) 

• ST-A/PI Support Package version was updated on the managed system(s) 

• If any coding or customizing of key figures have been changed (also if new monitors have been 

developed via customer exit) 
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3.3.3.2 Create Analytics Objects using the cloud catalog (KPI catalog) 

In order to create a new Analytics Object using the cloud catalog (also called “KPI Catalog”) do the following 

steps: 

1) Select radio button “Create from Cloud Catalog”.  

2) By using the dropdown value help you select the Logical Component Group reflecting the managed 

system for which you want to create an Analytics Object. 

3) Search for the key figure you want to create an Analytics Object by: 

a. either navigating through the catalog filters on the left side 

b. or searching for the key figure name via the search function 

4) Once you found the key figure you want to setup, mark the checkbox in front of the key figure 

5) Press button “Create”, so a first version of the Analytics Object will be created to configure the key 

figure data collection. It will have the same initial name as the key figure you have assigned. 

 

6) See section 0   

1) 

2) 

3a) 

3b) 

4) 

5) 
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7) Configure the Analytics Object in order to configure this analysis object completely by maintaining: 

a. a meaningful name 

b. filter criteria 

c. group-by parameters 

d. the data collection schedule  
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3.3.3.3 Copy Analytics Object from existing Object 

In order to copy an existing Analytics Object do the following steps: 

1) To copy an existing Analytics Object you 

a. first select “System/Client” under which the existing Analytics Objects have been created for 

this solution and selected system role. 

b. then select radio button “Copy from Existing Object”. 

 In popup “Create Analytics Object” you then get a list of all existing Analytics Objects 

created in this solution and system role. Here you can use the column filter and sorting 

features to find the desired Analytics Object. 

2) Mark the checkbox of an existing Analytics Object you want to copy. 

3) Press button “Copy”, so a copied version of the Analytics Object will be created having the same 

name as the original version. 

It is only possible to copy Analytics Objects inside this solution, but it is NOT possible to copy 

Analytics Objects via this function. 

 

4) See section 0   

1) 

2) 

3) 
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5) Configure the Analytics Object in order to adjust this copied Analysis Object to your needs by 

maintaining: 

a. a meaningful name 

b. filter criteria 

c. group-by parameters 

d. the data collection schedule 
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3.3.3.4 Configure the Analytics Object 

Once the Analytics Object has been created initially by assigning a key figure (out of a local catalog or the 

cloud catalog), it will have the same initial name as the key figure you have assigned. If it was copied from an 

existing object, it will have the same name as the copied Analytics Object. 

1) Hence, you need to give this Analytics Object a meaningful name, so users of the tool Business 

Process Analytics can later understand in the meaning of the data collection triggered by this 

Analytics Object. 

Note: SAP recommended Best Practice is to enter meaningful names by following a unique naming 

convention, so end users of Business Process Analytics can recognize the meaning of the Analytics 

Object. A possible naming convention could be: 

<Prefix for business scenario>_<Name of the key figure>_<setup-specific information> 

Example: “OTC_Overdue open items FI-AR > 5 days” 

2) Make sure that the right key figure is selected, AND that the key figure also needs to be ticked by a 

flag, otherwise the configuration for this key figure cannot be activated later. 

Note: SAPs recommended Best Practice is to configure only one key figure per Analytics Object. 

You should NOT select & configure multiple key figures for one Analytics Object, because this is the 

only way to assign a meaningful object naming. Furthermore, several key figures per Analytics 

Object might lead to negative performance impacts, because the data collection schedule for all 

these key figures will be the same for all key figures, so the key figure data collection executions will 

be overlapping. 

 

3) Scroll down in order to see the screen section “Parameter Sets for Key Figure <Name of the key figure>”. 

  

1) 

2) 
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4) In section “Parameter Set Name 001” you can enter Filter Criteria in order to restrict the results of 

the data collection run. For example, if you want to analyse the backlog of open items (FI-AR) which 

are overdue for clearing only for a certain company code, you could set a filter value in field 

“Company Code” 

In some cases, it makes sense to set filters, such as for example: 

a. You want to restrict the number of documents or items to be considered as a “real” backlog 
from the business perspective. In this example, you might want to see only open items (FI-
AR) that are overdue for clearing longer than 5 days, because your business for example 
just accepts that customers sometimes need some more days to pay. So, you are only 
interested in Open Items FI-AR that really needed to be processed manually in order to 
accelerate the payment process. 

b. In case of an expected very high number of backlog documents or items (> 200.000), so due 
to the high number of documents or items to be processed the later analysis work in BP 
Analytics will be delayed or even runs into a time out. 

c. You have special flags that impact the according output result. In this example, this could be 
fields providing a special filter logic, like “Include log data” or “Exclude internal customers”. 

5) Flag one or several check-box(es) for “Group by” fields to define upfront, which filter characteristics 

and dimensions should be later on available in the Business Process Analytics application (for 

analysis types Benchmarking and Trend Analysis such fields will be available as Filter 

Characteristics on the screen area “Filter” and on the screen area “Chart” as so-called Dimensions 

(“Category Dimension” and “Drilldown Dimension”). 

 

At least one “Group-By-flag” must be selected per monitoring object, because only for those 

fields for which the Group by check box is selected, an analysis of the distribution of these 

fields is possible. If you want to analyse, for example, the distribution of Open Items FI-AR 

overdue for clearing across the different company codes, the “Group by “-check box must be 

selected for the field “Company Code”.  

SAP Best Practice: Only set “Group by” flags which are really needed for the Trend 

Analysis (Note: Most analysis functions can be performed with the Advanced Benchmarking 

instead of Benchmarking). That is because the number of “Group by” flags and its 

characteristic values have a severe impact on the data growth of the BP Analytics 

InfoCube(s). 
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4) 

5) 
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6) Scroll up and change to tab “Data Collection” 

7) Set a meaningful Data collection schedule 

a. Flag the days of the week when the data collection should be running. 

b. Leave the default entry for field “Period” as “no period during the day”. 

Note: Do not schedule application key figures (throughput, backlog, exceptions, lead 

times and automation rates) more often than once a day. Think about the availability of 

business resources and how often they will have a look at the BP Analytics. For some 

key figures it is even enough to schedule them only once per week. 

c. Enter a time of day in field “First Start“. 

Schedule different Analytics Objects with a time lag of around 15-30 minutes to avoid 

overlaps. 

If possible, schedule Analytics Objects to run during out of office hours. This will reduce 

the workload on the managed system during office hours will be reduced. 

d. Mark the check-box of field “Data Collection in Background“. 

Note: Always run the data collection in background, because it reduces the risk of time-

outs during the data collection run. Once the data collection run is cancelled due to a 

time-out, you will lose the results of the current day. 

8)  “Save” the key figure 

9) “Generate and Activate” the key figure, so the data collection schedule will be activated. 

10) Select “Close” to finalize the setup. 

 

  

8) 9) 

6) 7a)

) 

10) 

7b)

) 

7c)

) 

7d)

) 
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11) Now you should see in the Solution Documentation overview screen 

a. the name of your Analytics Object 

b. in case you have marked the Analytics Object you also the status of your Analytics Object, 

which should be “Activated”. 

 

 

After generating and activating this Analytics Object you can: 

a. see the data collection results in Business Process Analytics, but only as soon as the data collection 

has been executed, and all data has been transferred into the BW Twincubes of Business Process 

Analytics, 

b. set up an Analytical Key Figure Instance (in the setup tool for Business Process Dashboards or the 

setup tool for Dependency Diagrams). 

  

11a) 11b) 
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3.4 Activate the Log for Data Collection and BW Twincube Upload 

It is highly recommended to activate the “Log for Data Collection and Cube Upload”, because it is the best 

way to check if the data collection was successful, or if there appeared any issues between the process from 

starting the data collection until the final upload into the BW Twincubes. 

The “Log for Data Collection and Cube Upload” in SAP Solution Manager 7.2 can be accessed by  

1) the SAP Solution Manager Launchpad (transaction SOLMAN_WORKCENTER) → Group “Business 

Process Improvement” → Tile “Business Process Improvement Administration”  

 

2) Then click on the tab strip ‘Log for Data Collection and Cube Upload’. 

3) Here press button “Activate for All Systems”. 

 

A detailed description how to use this application you can find in chapter “Log for Data Collection and Cube 

Upload“ of the documentation “Business Process Improvement Administration" which can be found on the 

SAP Wiki page https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement on tab "General" -

> section "SAP Solution Manager 7.2" -> Link name: "Business Process Improvement Administration in SAP 

Solution Manager 7.2 SP11". 

  

1) 

3) 

2) 

https://wiki.scn.sap.com/wiki/display/SM/Business+Process+Improvement
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3.5 Update the AKF Repository 

The Analytical Key Figure Repository (AKF Repository) is a runtime buffer to optimize the performance 

of several tools in the Business Process Improvement Suite (such as BPO Dashboards, Dependency 

Diagrams, Progress Management Boards). It contains technical characteristics for all relevant key figures 

(once the key figure content has been reloaded. 

Usually, the technical infrastructure automatically updates the AKF Repository in case changes are done 

during the activation of changes for Analytics Objects in the Solution Documentation (trx. SOLDOC), but in 

seldom cases this fails, so it is highly recommended to update the AKF Repository manually just once when 

getting started with Business Process Improvement. This can save you a lot of time and trouble, because 

there can be many errors caused by an inconsistent AKF Repository. 

Run transaction SE38 and run report AGS_BPM_RI_CREATE_GAKF with option “Delete and rebuild AKF” 

to update the AKF Repository.  


